Medical tourism in Voronezh region.

Oncology.

How to get medical care in Voronezh region
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WHAT IS the TREATMENT of cancer IN THE VORONEZH REGION?
The TREATMENT of cancer IN THE VORONEZH REGION is:

- High quality
  - High-quality medical care that meets international standards
- The best doctors
  - Qualified medical specialists with international practice
- AFFORDABLE PRICE
  - Competitive cost of medical services of all profiles
- ACQUAINTANCE
  - THE CULTURE OF THE REGION
  - You will see the sights of the country and national traditions
Treatment of oncology diseases in Voronezh region

The use of high-precision laboratory equipment, advanced methods of treatment, extensive experience of doctors and their cooperation with other specialists allow you to achieve amazing success.
For treatment patients with oncology diseases we use modern methods:

- Pre-radiation preparation with 4D computer tomography
- Pre-radiation preparation with MR-cat
- Simultaneous integrated boost in neoadjuvant treatment of locally advanced rectal cancer
- Combined radiation therapy (brachytherapy+RT) in treatment patients with oropharyngeal cancer
- Volume-modulated radiotherapy, intensity-modulated radiotherapy after organ-saving operations with integrated boost to tumor lie
- Accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI)
- Local hyperthermia in treatment patients with skin and lips cancer, inflammatory diseases of the musculoskeletal system
- Integrated boost in radiotherapy of cervical cancer
- Hyperfractional radiotherapy of vulva cancer
- Two-stage embolization with subsequent radiofrequency ablation of liver tumors
- Selective intraarterial chemotherapy in chemoradiotherapy of cervical cancer
- Intraarterial contrasting in computer tomography of head and neck and other diseases
Medical care in Russian Federation

You can get outpatient and inpatient treatment. Help in choosing the conditions of treatment the patient is provided by a medical organization in accordance with the patient's request.
How to get medical care in Voronezh region

I. Chose a clinic
II. Contact the clinic
III. Chose residence and transport
IV. Apply for a visa
V. Welcome to Russia!
I stage:

MEDICAL ORGANIZATION PROFILE "Oncology"
-budgetary institution of health care of the Voronezh region
«Voronezh regional clinical oncological clinic»
MEDICAL CARE profile «Oncology»
AND THE NATIONAL MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTERS
OF THE VORONEZH REGION

Budgetary institution of health care of the
Voronezh region «Voronezh regional clinical
oncological clinic»
http://vokod.zdrav36.ru/
II stage

CONTACT A REPRESENTATIVE OF MEDICAL ORGANIZATIONS TO DETERMINE THE CONDITIONS OF TREATMENT AND PREPARATION OF DOCUMENTS FOR THE VISIT in Voronezh region
1. Go to the website of the relevant medical organizations in the category of "Medical Tourism."

2. Read the information provided.

3. Email your request to the following email address or call us on the telephone number provided.

4. You will receive a confirmation of treatment and follow received from the medical organization recommendations for the registration of the corresponding documentation.

In case of additional questions please contact the coordinating center for the export of medical services of FGBU "Public Health Institute" for communications, please go to "Contact Us."
III stage

CHOOSE ACCOMMODATION AND TRANSPORT FOR A COMFORTABLE STAY IN VORONEZH REGION
TRANSPORT

• If you arrive in Voronezh on the airplane:

  Voronezh → Voronezh international airport. Peter I
  PUBLIC TRANSPORT
  TAXI
  USE A TAXI TO VORONEZH VIA APPS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR MOBILE PHONES: YANDEX.TAXI, TAXI, “LUCKY”, ETC. (INFORMATION on the Internet)

• If you arrive in Voronezh on the bus:

  Voronezh → Central bus station
  PUBLIC TRANSPORT
  TAXI
  USE A TAXI TO VORONEZH VIA APPS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR MOBILE PHONES: YANDEX.TAXI, TAXI, “LUCKY”, ETC. (INFORMATION on the Internet)

• If you arrived in Voronezh by train:

  Voronezh → Voronezh-1
  PUBLIC TRANSPORT
  TAXI
  USE A TAXI TO VORONEZH VIA APPS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR MOBILE PHONES: YANDEX.TAXI, TAXI, “LUCKY”, ETC. (INFORMATION on the Internet)

  Voronezh → Railway station “Voronezh” (Appendage)
  PUBLIC TRANSPORT
  TAXI
  USE A TAXI TO VORONEZH VIA APPS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR MOBILE PHONES: YANDEX.TAXI, TAXI, “LUCKY”, ETC. (INFORMATION on the Internet)

  BUS: 128a, 27a, 49a, 70a
  BUS: 99, 37a
  BUS: 41, 42, 93, 98, 6, 6m, 322
  BUS: 41, 52, 606, 79, 90, 3, 20, 77t, 104
## Helper Application for Your Smartphone (For iOS and Android)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLIC TRANSPORT</th>
<th>MAP OF THE CITY OF VORONEZH</th>
<th>THE SIGHTS OF RUSSIA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Transport</td>
<td>2. Off-line map of Voronezh 2GIS</td>
<td>2. Restaurant guide the city of Voronezh: 2GIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESIDENCE

IF YOU'RE HEADING TO VORONEZH OBLAST FOR OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
In the case of outpatient treatment, you can choose a comfortable stay with the following:

services: https://www.booking.com/
https://www.tripadvisor.com/
https://www.airbnb.com/

or ask for help from a tour operator/assistance organization

IF YOU'RE HEADING TO VORONEZH OBLAST IN-PATIENT TREATMENT
You can find out the conditions of your accommodation at the medical organization chosen by you in accordance with the profile of medical care. Please contact your health care provider in advance for accommodation.
IV stage

APPLY FOR A VISA FOR ARRIVAL IN VORONEZH OBLAST
Welcome to Voronezh!
Useful Phone Numbers
USEFUL PHONE NUMBERS

Single emergency number

Hotline of the Federal Migration Service

Report Law Enforcement in the Russian Federation

112
8 (800) 350 23 69
8 (800) 222 74 47
OUR CONTACT FOR
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
BUDGETARY HEALTHCARE INSTITUTION
VORONEZH REGION
«VORONEZH REGIONAL CLINICAL ONCOLOGY DISPENSARY»

Email: mail@vokod.zdrav36.ru
394036, Voronezh,
street of Vaytsehovskaya, d. 4
Contact phone +7 (473) 253-19-09